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Yugyel Dzong Lingshi - Kingdom Bhutan
Documentation of the state in the year 2001 including identification of
damages
Cooperation: National Commission for Cultural Affairs, Thump, Bhutan,
und German Centre for Crafts and Preservation of Historic Monuments,
Fulda, Germany

The documentation has been worked out on behalf of the German Centre
of Crafts and Preservation of Historic Monumehts, Fulda, with the help of
the Foreign Ministry of the Federal Republic of Germany, in May 2001, by
Prof. Dipl.-lng. Manfred Gerner, Fulda, and Sangay Kinga, NCCA
Thimphu, and has been summarized by the signatory.

Caused by the extreme location in 4.200 meters altitude with snow and
storms the documentation was very difficult,
The documentation should fix the actual situation and should be used as
preparation for lasting substance conservation. ln the following only a
srnall part of sketches and photos are shown. Further information is kept in

the archives of the NCCA in Thimphu and in the German Centre of Crafts
and Preservation of Historic Monuments.
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Content:
- The area Lingshi and the Dzong, former centre of the secular and
spiritual authority
- Yugyel Dzong
- State and using
- Results of the wood moisture measuring
- Damages including inquiries about extension

-

Measuring sketches
Photo documentation

The area Lingshi and the Dzong, former centre of the secular and

spiritual authority:
The area of Lingshi is situated in the farest noflh-west of the Kingdom
Bhutan, directly on the border to Tibet. From vi!.lage and Dzong Lingshi it
only takes a two hours walk to Lingshi pass, the former caravan-way to the
Tschumbi valley of Tibet.
The few villages in this area are situated in an altitude of about 4.000
meters, the mountains, first of all Jhomalhari, Jichu Drake and Changanta
reach an altitude of 7.500 meters.

ln the area of Lingshi 1 1B households with about 300 to 400 persons are
living. The families live in little villages and hamlets, some of them in a
great distance to Lingshi and Lingshi Dzong.
A winter of 9 months and a summer of only a few weeks, also with most
precipitations as snow, form the climate situation. Besides few barley fields
in protected areas, domiciliated yaks are the life base of the population'
Because the region only is reachable over foot paths, the logistic situation
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is difficult. But the communication situation became much more easier
since a sun collected phone net is installed, occasionally to the 25 years
Royal Coronation Jubilee.

Today the administration of Lingshi is a Drungkhag, an administration unit
within the Dzongkhags of Thimphu.
Lingshi Dzong has been constructed by the third Druk Desi, Minjur Tenpa,
during his reign from 1667 to 1680, in order to defend the country border
against Tibet. With the exception of war times, the way from Lingshi over
Lingshi pass into Tschumbi valley to Gyantse has been the traditional
trade route from Bhutan to Tibet, as well as the trade route from lndia to
Tibet.
Several circular walls and loop holes show the defending function of the
Dzong. During the earthquake in the year 1897, the Dzong has been

extensively destroyed and in the fifties of the 20. century the building has
been reconstructed. Since this time the Dzong is used as administration
residence for the Drungkhag of Lingshi. But after rebuilding no monk
community returned to Lingshi Dzong. The dark dungeons deep below the
surface of the Dzong have been used as prison for murderer and temple
robbers.

Lingshi Dzong is situated in an altitude of 4.000 meters and is only
reachable in a several days walk over difficult foot paths from the capital
Thimphu or over Paro valley. Also the village Lingshi, the school, the
telecommunication station and the hospital only are reachable over the
same ways.
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Yugyel Dzong:
The Dzong of Lingshi, named Yugyel Dzong, consists of several buildings
and two wide yards. From north and south the yards and buildings can be
entered through wooden gates. The yard is surrounded by several
buildings:

-

-

On the right and left side of the northern gate there are shelter
places for horses and a store room for materials.

Above the entrance area and the north-eastern double floor
corner building there are the rooms of the Dzongkhag
administration that means the area administration with the room
of the Dzongkhap, office rooms and store rooms. Nearly
opposite, in southern direction, there is a stable building of one
floor.
Then follows - the whole building sharing into parts - the three
floored Utse, the main temple tower.
Through a gate the second yard can-be entered. Directly behind
the gate, on the right side, under a wooden roof, a praying mill is
erected.
ln a small and low building in the western direction, there are the
rooms of the caretaker, monk or lay brother, who guarded and
secured the monastery.
Nearly opposite the south east corner building, containing a
store room in the ground floor and a monk residence in the
upper floor, is situated.

-

Between the north east and the south east corner building, there
are the entrances to the former subterranean prison, which are
mostly filled up.

The most important building is the temple tower, the Utse, with an
entrance hall in the ground floor of about 32 square meters as well as a
store room on the left side of about 20 square meters. ln the middle floor

s
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there are empty rooms which possibly have been used as custody rooms.
On the second floor there is the well cared Lhakhang, an anteroom and a
Gonkhang, a shrine for the protection gods on the left side. The shrine is
equipped as follows:
ln the middle of the room there is a sculpture of Buddha Sakiamunis, the
historic Buddha. On the right side of this sculpture there is a little figure of
the local god Pajo, further right the further local god She Kinga Tong. Left
side of the main Buddha sculpture, above, there is a little figure for Guru
Rinpoche (Padmasambhave), below, the presentation of state founder
Shabdung Nawang Namgyal. Further left, there is a figure of She Kinga
Tong. Right and left of this shrine part, shallow shelves are fixed, in which
Kajur Tanjur, the rules and comments of Buddha are stored.

.
State and using:
Actually the dzong is used only a few. The adrninistration rooms are used
in irregular intervals. A few times in the year there are religious
ceremonies in the dzong. A caretaker and a monk are continuously living
in the dzong. A more intensive using would be desirable, also in the sense
of a secured preservation.

Due to measures of administration and citizens and due to good climate

conditions, Yugyel Dzong is in a favourable condition. (See wood moisture
values.) Very good maintained is the main temple, the Lhakhang.
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But the dzong very urgently needs measures. Great parts of the shingle
roof above Utse, main temple and the other buildings are torn off and the
retaining wall is collapsed over a length of 20 meters. Furthermore there
are a lot of small damages which all can be repaired with the help of craft
methods.

Results of wood moisture measures
Using a moisture measuring gadget (brand name Protimeter, UK), based
on the electric resistor, several comparing measures have been executed.
ln spite of humid weather the highest received value was approximately 17
oÄ, all other values are between
B and 14 %. This shows that the danger of
rottenness is relatively low and that, because of the low temperatures, the
risk of animal pest is nearly excluded.

Horse shelter beside the entrance
inside (3 various points)

14%
9%

outside
Main temple entrance area

8

Boundary column, inside
Office and administration room (lowest value)
but mostly
one column

9%

o/o

11 %
13

-

14

o/o

17%
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Damages:
- Some parts of the wooden entrance gate are broken. The gate
construction (2, 8 x2,40 m) as well as the shingle roof (8 m') have to

-

be replaced.
While the greatest part of the retaining wall is in a good condition, two
retaining walls in the northern yard broke down. For repair a retaining
wall of 7 x3 m and a retaining wall of 15 x 5 m have to be constructed.
Some roof top of the retaining walls and buildings show lost stones.
About 150 m wall tops have to be repaired and up to 30 m wall tops
have to be renewed. Concerning the retaining walls it has to be
discussed, if they should be covered historically, that means with
grass, or, how used for repair on some places, with cover ledges.
Recommended is the historical cover with grass. This will need more
care, but it will be more durable for a long run.
The front roof of the Utse entrance is decayed and has to be
reconstructed , including a unit of 5 square meters wooden shingles.
All wood constructions need small repairs.
The roof construction of nearly all roofs has to be renewed.
All longitudinal shingles roofs have to be renewed.

ftIAI#.#

s
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Quantity calculation:
Roof construction::

Utse
about 10 m x 11 m base
Monkbuilding 9mx 10 mbase
4mx4mbase
Storeroom

110 m2
90 m2
16 m2

Magazine/Caretaker

4mx17

Cowshed

9mxGmbase

54 m2

Entrance area

5mxllmbase

55 m2

Administration
9mxl0mbase
4mx5mbase
Shelter room
Entrance and prayer mill

90 m2

m base

68 m2

20 m2
20 m2
523 m2

about 530 m"

Need of rectangular timber for the roof construction

18 ma

Further wood repairs:
For allfurther measures on wood constructions, that
means for all repairs of columns, beams, squared
timbers and deals, rectangular timbers in dimensions
of 10 cm x 10 cm to 35 cm x 35 cm are needed.

15 m"
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Roof shingles::

Longitudinal shingles main building Utse, 13 m x 14 m
Monk building, 12,5 m x 11 m
Store room/entrance, 5 m x 5 m
Magazine/Caretaker 17 mx 6 m
Cowshed, 10mx8m
Entrance, T mx11 m
Administration, 11 m x 12 m
Shelter room and administration, 5 m x 7 m

Prayermill,3mx3m
Shingles total:

about

182 m2

137,5 m',

25

m2

102 m2

80 m'
77 mz
137 m2
35 m2
9m2
779,5 m2
800,0 m'

Rubble sfones and quarry sfones;
For wall tops, small repairs and retaining walls

5m3

The needed rubble and quarry stones have to be obtained in immediate
surrounding. Concerning shingles and rectangular timbers it must be
regarded that the wood gets felled 6 months at least before use, further, that

transport only is possible by hand or by yak, and finally, that transport will last 3
to 5 days.

Fulda,
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